CODE:

Hll

t1ESSAGE:

DEGREE OF ERROR: FATAL

('

PROC OAT GT STOP DT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An attempt has been made to post a transaction to the
online allotment department file when the transaction processing date was
after the stop date in the appropriation symbol table.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Perform table maintenance to the Appropriation Account
Table to change the date(s) so the transaction can be processed.

CODE:

DEGREE OF ERROR: FATAL

H12

MESSAGE: AD-FILE

NO-~~TCH

c

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: A transaction that should post to the online allotment
department file was processed, and there was no matching record on the online
allotment department file. A matching record must be found.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Examine the transaction for m;scoded transaction code,
fund, department, allotment category. etc. If the transaction is correct,
either the original allotment department transaction was loaded incorrectly
to the online allotment department file and must be reversed and reentered,
or the original has not been posted on the online allotment department file
and must be posted prior to processing this transaction.

('ji:
'(':

E-114

CODE:
H14
H15
H16

DEGREE OF ERROR:

MESSAGE

FATAL

AVAIL ALOT QTRLY (CMO)
AVAIL ALOT QTRLY (eMl)
AVAIL ALOT QTRLY (PYO)

DESCRIPTIOI~

OF ERROR: The online allotment department file available
allotment balance consists of allotments + cash expenditures + contract
encumbrances + claim encumbrances. If the available allotment balance for
the current month, prior month or prior year is greater than zero, the
transaction is flagged with an H14, H15 or H16 error code, respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.

ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund,
amount, allotment category or object that caused incorrect posting to the
proper account, or posting to the wrong account. If a previous transaction
was entered in error, it must be corrected by an adjusting entry and
reentered correctly. If the previous transactions were correct then the
current input transaction should not be entered as it exceeds the available
allotment balance.

E-ll5

CODE:
H20
H2l
H22

MESSAGE

DEGREE OF ERROR: FATAL

AVL ALOT NON-QTRLY (CMO)
AVL ALOT NON-QTRLY (CM1)
AVL ALOT NON-QTRLY (PYO)

c··, ·
".:

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The online allotment department file available
allotment balance consists of allotments + cash expenditures + contract
encumbrances + claim encumbrances. If the available allotment balance for
the current month, prior month or prior year is greater than zero, the
transaction is flagged with an H20, H2l ar H22 error code, respectively.

SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code~ fiscal year, appropriation, fund,
amount, allotment category or object that caused incorrect posting to the
proper account, or posting to the wrong account. If a previous transaction
was entered in error, it must be corrected by an adjusting entry and
reentered correctly. If the previous transactions were correct then the
current input transaction should not be entered as it exceeds the available
allotment balance.

E-116

('

."

CODE:
H32
H33
H34

MESSAGE

DEGREE OF ERROR: FATAL

CASH EXP NEG (CMO)
CASH EXP NEG (CM1)
CASH EXP NEG (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the online allotment department file cash
expenditures for the current month, prior month or prior year are less than
zero, the transaction is flagged with an H32, H33 or H34 error code,
respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund,
amount, allotment category or object that caused incorrect posting to the
proper account, or posting to the wrong account. If a previous transaction
was entered in error, it must be corrected by an adjusting entry and
reentered correctly. If the previous transactions were correct then the
current input transaction should be corrected.

E-118

CODE:
H35
H36
H37

DEGREE OF ERROR:

MESSAGE

FATAL

ENC COIHR NEG (CMO)
ENC CONTR NEG (CM1)
ENC CONTR NEG (pya)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the online allotment department file contract
encumbrances for the current month, prior month or prior year are less than
zero, the transaction is flagged with an H35, H36 or H37 error code,
respecti vely.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund,
amount, allotment category or object that caused incorrect posting to the
proper account, or posting to the wrong account. If a previous transaction
was entered in error, it must be corrected by an adjusting entry and
reentered correctly. If the previous transactions were correct then the
current input transaction should be corrected.

E-119

CODE:
H38
H39
H40

DEGREE OF ERROR:

r~ES$A.GE

FATAL

ENC CLMS NEG (CMO)
ENC CLMS NEG (CM1)
ENC CLMS NEG (PYO)

(

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the online allotment department file claims
encumbrances for the current month, prior month or prior year are less than
zero, the transacti on is fl agged with an H38, H39 or H40 error code,
respectively.
SYSTEr1 ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund,
amount, allotment category or object that caused incorrect posting to the
proper account, or posting to the wrong account. If a previous transaction
was entered in error, it must be corrected by an adjusting entry and
reentered correctly. If the previous transactions were correct then the
current input transaction should be corrected.

(

c
E-120

CODE:
H68
H69
H70

MES$I\GE

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

ClMS ENC INV POS (CMO)
ClMS ENC INV POS (CM1)
ClMS ENC INV POS (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the online allotment department file invested
claims encumbrances for the current month, prior month or prior year are
greater than zero, the transacti on is f1 agged wi th an H68, H69 or IHO error
code, respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund,
amount, allotment category or object that caused incorrect posting to the
proper account, or posting to the wrong account. If a previous transaction
was entered in error, it must be corrected by an adjusting entry and
reentered correctly. If the previous transactions were correct then the
current input transaction should be corrected.

E-122

)

CODE:

Hro
HM

H85

MESSAGE

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

PROJ AVAIL APPRN (CMO)
PROJ AVAIL APPRN (CM1)
PROJ AVAIL APPRN (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The online project department file available
appropriation balance for the current month, prior month or prior year
consists of project net appropriation - project allotments - project
quarter-to-date allotments. If the available appropriation balance for the
current month, prior month or prior year is greater than zero, the
transaction is flagged with an H83, H84 or H85 error code, respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the proper account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should not be
entered as it exceeds the available appropriation balance.
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CODE:
HA5

HA6
HA 7

DEGREE OF ERROR:

MESSAGE

FATAL

PROJ UNEXPEND APPRN (CMO)
PROJ UNEXPEND APPRN (CM1)
PROJ UNEXPEND APPRN (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The online project department file unexpended
appropriation balance for the current month, prior month or prior year
consists of project net appropriations + project claim encumbrances + project
contract encumbrances + project cash expenditures. If the unexpended
appropriation balance for the current month, prior month or prior year is
greater than zero, the transaction is flagged with an HA5, HA6 or HA7 error
code, respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the proper account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should not be
entered as it exceeds the available appropriation balance.

~CTION

E-127

--~

CODE:
HB5
HB6
HB7

MESSAGE

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

PROJECT BUDGET (CMO)
PROJECT BUDGET (CM1)
PROJECT BUDGET (PYO)

)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The project file available project budget balance for
the current month, prior month and prior year consists of project budget +
project contract encumbrances + project claim encumbrances + project cash
expenditures. If the available project budget balance for the current month,
prior month or prior year is greater than zero, the transaction is flagged
with an HB5, HB6 or HB7 error code, respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the proper account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should not be
entered as it exceeds the available project budget.

~CTION

E-130

CODE:
HD2
HD3
HD4

DEGREE OF ERROR:

MESSAGE

FATAL

EXP NEG (CMO)
EXP NEG (CM1)
EXP NEG (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the online project department file cash
expenditures for the current month, prior month or prior year are less than
zero, the transaction is flagged with an HD2, HD3 or HD4 error code,
respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated w~th
it are corrected.
~CTION

REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the proper account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should be
corrected.

E-131

CODE:
HD5
HD6
HD7

DEGREE OF ERROR:

t~£Ssa.GE

FATAL

ENC CONTR NEG (CMO)
ENC CONTR NEG (CM1)
ENC CorITR NEG (PYO)

('\,

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the online project department file contract
encumbrances for the current month, prior month or prior year are less than
zeros the transacti on is flagged with an HD5, HD6 or HD7 error code,
respecti vely.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the proper account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should be
corrected.
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CODE:
H08
HOg
HEl

r·1ESSAGE

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

ENC eLMS NEG (CMO)
ENC CLMS NEG (CM1)
ENC CLMS NEG (PYO)

DESCRIPTIOU OF ERROR: If the online project department file claims
encumbrances for the current month, prior month or prior year are less than
zero, the transaction is flagged with an HD8, HOg or HEl error code,
respecti vely.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the proper account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should be
corrected.

E-133

CODE:
~5
~6

~7

MESSAGE

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

REV ATTAIN POS (CMO)
REV ATTAIN POS (CM1)
REV ATTAIN POS (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the online project department file revenue
attainment for the current month, prior month or prior year is greater than
zero, the transaction is flagged with an HE5, HE6 or HE7 error code,
respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the proper account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should be
corrected.
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CODE:

HK2

MESSAGE:

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

PF-FILE MATCH

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: A transaction that should post to the online project
department file was processed, and there was a matching record on the online
project department file. A matching record should not be found.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file.
The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Examine the transaction for miscoded project number, phase,
or department.
If the transaction is correct, another transaction with an
incorrect project number was posted to the project file and must be reversed
and reentered.

CODE:

DEGREE OF ERROR:

HK3

MESSAGE:

FATAL

PF-FILE NO MATCH

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR:
A transaction that should post to the online project
department file was processed, and there was no matching record on the online
project department file. A matching record must be found.
SYSTEM ACTION:
The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED:
Examine the transaction for miscoded project number, phase.
or department. If the transaction is correct, either the original project
was
loaded incorrectly to the project file and must be reversed and
reentered, or the original has not been posted on the project file and must
be posted prior to processing this transaction.

E-137
JUN

1988

CODE:

HK4

DEGREE OF ERROR: FATAL

)

MESSAGE: AD MATCH ERROR

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: A transaction that should post to the online allotment
department file was processed, and there was a matching record on the online
allotment department file. A matching record must not be found.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Examine the transaction for miscoded fund, department,
allotment category, etc. If the transaction is correct, another allotment
department transaction was loaded incorrectly to the online allotment
department file and must be reversed and reentered.

CODE:

DEGREE OF ERROR: FATAL

HK5

MESSAGE:

PROC DAT GT STOP DAT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An attempt has been made to post a transaction to the
online project department file when the transaction processing date was after
the project stop date.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Perform table maintenance to the project control table to
change the date(s) so the transaction can be processed.

E-138

CODE:
HPl
HP2
HP3

MESSAGE

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

AVAIL APPROPRIATION (CMO)
AVAIL APPROPRIATION (CM1)
AVAIL APPROPRIATION (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The online appropriation department file available
appropriation balance for the current month, prior month and prior year
consists of net appropriations - (allotments + quarter-to-date allotments).
If the available appropriation balance for the current month, prior month or
prior year is greater than zero, the transaction is flagged with an HP1, HP2
or HP3 error code, respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the valid account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should not be
entered as it exceeds the available appropriation balance.
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syster" ~"i 11 not post tile transacti on until a 11 fatal errors associ ated \'Ji ttl it
are correc ted.

SYSTtil ACTIUi,:

ACiIuli REt"lJIf:Eu: [itllel' tne input transaction or a previous trdllsactioll llau
an invaliu transaction cooe, reverse coae, fiscal year, appropriation, fund,
anount, allotnent category or oDject tllat caused i I1correct posti ng to the
proper account, or posti n9 to tne ~/rong account. If a previ ous transacti on
vidS enterec ill error, it must oe corrected Ly <in aGj ust; WI entry .1r,c reellter(~(j
correctly. IT tile previ ous transacti ons ./cre correct ttlen tile current ; nput
tr;ulS;lction SilOLll(j not De entereo as it exceeds '"C/it: dv,l1Ll.)!e allotmellt
UJ i dnce.
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CODE:
HQl
HQ2
HQ3

MESSl\GE

DEGREE OF ERROR: FATAL

QTRLY ALOT NOT ZERO (CMO)
QTRL Y ALOT NOT ZERO (CMl)
QTRLY ALOT NOT ZERO (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the online appropriation department file other
allotments contains a financial balance, then quarter-to-date allotments for
the current month, prior month and prior year must equal zero. If this
condition does not exist, the transaction is flagged with an HQ1, HQ2 or HQ3
error code, respectively.
SYSTH1 ACTIor~: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund,
amount, allotment category or object that caused incorrect posting to the
proper account, or posting to the wrong account. If a previous transaction
was entered in error, it must be corrected by an adjusting entry and
reentered correctly. If the previous transactions were correct then the
current input transaction should be corrected.
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CODE:
HQ4
HQ5
HQ6

MESSAGE

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

UNEXPENDED APPRN (CMO)
UNEXPENDED APPRN (CM1)
UNEXPENDED APPRN (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: The online appropriation department file unexpended
appropriation balance for the current month, prior month and prior year
consists of net appropriations + claims encumbrances + contract encumbrances
+ cash expenditures. If the unexpended appropriation balance for the current
month, prior month or prior year is greater than zero, the transaction is
flagged with an HQ4, HQ5 or HQ6 error code, respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the valid account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should not be
entered as it exceeds the appropriation balance.
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CODE:
HRl
HR2
HR3

MESSAGE

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

CASH BAl AVAIL FOR INVEST EXCl OF ClMS (CMO)
CASH BAL AVAIL FOR INVEST EXCl OF ClMS (CM1)
CASH BAl AVAIL FOR INVEST EXCl OF ClMS (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR:
The online appropriation department file contract
encumbrance balance available for investment for the current month, prior
month and prior year consists of cash balance + short term investments + cash
expenditures. If the cash balance available for investment for the current
month, prior month or prior year is less than zero, the transaction is
flagged with an HR1, HR2 or HR3 error code, respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file.
The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the valid account, or posting to
the wrong account.
If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly.
If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should not be
entered as it exceeds the balance available for investment.
SPECIAL NOTE: This is an optional administrative
certain appropriation types.
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CODE:
HR4
HR5
HR6

MESSAGE

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

EXP NEG (CMO)
EXP NEG (CM1)
EXP NEG (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the online appropriation department file cash
expenditures for the current month, prior month or prior year are less than
zero, the transaction is flagged with an HR4, HR5 or HR6 error code,
respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the valid account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should be
corrected.

CODE:
HR7
~8

HR9

DEGREE OF ERROR: FATAL

MESSAGE
ENC CONTR NEG (CMO)
ENC CONTR NEG (CM1)
ENC CONTR NEG (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the online appropriation department file contract
encumbrances for the current month, prior month or prior year are less than
zero, the transaction is flagged with an HR7, HR8 or HR9 error code,
respectively.
SYSTEM ACTIOU: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the valid account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should be
corrected.
E-l46

CODE:
HS1
HS2
HS3

MESSAGE

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

ENC CLMS NEG (CMO)
ENC CLMS NEG (CM1)
ENC CLMS NEG (pya)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the online appropriation department file claims
encumbrances for the current month~ prior month or prior year are less than
zero, the transaction is flagged with an HS1, HS2 or HS3 error code~
respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the valid account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should be
corrected.

moc:
HS4
HS5
HS6

MESSAGE

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

REV ATTAIN POS (CMO)
REV ATTAIN POS (CM1)
REV ATTAIN POS (PYO)

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: If the online appropriation department file revenue
attainment for the current month, prior month or prior year is greater than
zero~ the transaction is flagged with an HS4, HS5 or HS6 error code~
respectively.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Either the input transaction or a previous transaction had
an invalid transaction code~ reverse code~ fiscal year, appropriation, fund
or amount that caused incorrect posting to the valid account, or posting to
the wrong account. If a previous transaction was entered in error, it must
be corrected by an adjusting entry and reentered correctly. If the previous
transactions were correct then the current input transaction should be
corrected.
E-147

CUl.it.:

hTi

H-ii::
hTj

I

iL:>:>MGt.

ALLUT Kt.Slt<. 1~E.~ (LIYiU)
ALLUT KtSIK j\jt::l:.i ((1'1 i )
ALLu-j i\ESTK IJtlJ (P~O)

if we online appropriation depdrtment file allotr;Jent
restrictions for tile current montll, prior montn or prior year are less tllan
zero, the transaction is flagged witil an lITl, tfi2 or 11i3 error COllC,
respecti ve ly.

ut::SCKiPTIOl-. UF EKKUK:

S'tS-iEJI ACflOil:rne transaction is not adaea to tile online nold rile.

fhe
system \Ji 11 not post the transaction until all ratal errors associated \lith
it are corrected.
ACT 101,j REQUll<EU: Ei ther the input transacti on 01' a previ ous transacti on had
an invalia transaction code, reverse code, fiscal year, appropriation, fund,
arJOunt, d 11 otrnent category or object tllat caused ; ncorrect posti ng to the
proper account, or posting to the wrong account. If a previous transaction
vias entered in error, it must be corrected by an adj usti ng entry afld
reentered correctly. If the previ OllS transacti ons were correct then the
current input transaction should be corrected.
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CODE:

HUl

DEGREE OF ERROR: FATAL

MESSAGE: PROC DAT GT STOP DT

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: An attempt has been made to post a transaction to the
online appropriation department file when the transaction processing date was
after the stop date in the appropriation symbol table.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: If appropriate, perform table maintenance to the
Appropriation Account Table to change the date(s) so the transaction can be
processed.

CODE:

HU2

MESSAGE: AP-FILE

DEGREE OF ERROR: FATAL

r~TCH

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: A transaction that should post to the online
appropriation department file was processed, and there was a matching record
on the online appropriation department file. A matching record should not be
found.
SYSTEM ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Examine the transaction for miscoded appropriation code,
fund, object, etc. If the transaction is correct, another appropriation
transaction was loaded incorrectly to the online appropriation department
file and must be reversed and reentered.
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CODE:

HU3

DEGREE OF ERROR:

FATAL

MESSAGE: AP-FILE NO MATCH

DESCRIPTION OF ERROR: A transaction that should post to the online
appropriation department file was processed, and there was not a matching
record on the online appropriation department file. A matching record must
be found.
SYSTEt1 ACTION: The transaction is not added to the online hold file. The
system will not post the transaction until all fatal errors associated with
it are corrected.
ACTION REQUIRED: Examine the transaction for miscoded appropriation code,
fund, object, etc. If the transaction is correct, either the original
appropriation was loaded incorrectly to the online appropriation department
file and must be reversed and reentered, or the original has not been posted
on the online appropriation department file and must be posted prior to
processing this transaction.
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